ABOUT ONLINE TRAINING

CleanSpace Online Training Program provides web based interactive modules (videos & quiz) to cover important aspects of the CleanSpace products:

- Setting Up
- Operating
- Battery and Filter Information
- Cleaning and Storage
- Fitting the Masks

Contact our customer service team (sales@paftec.com) for information on CleanSpace Online Training Program.

HOW THE PROGRAM WORKS

The modularised Training Program is readily accessible and easy to use. The modules are PC and tablet compatible and available around the clock and at times to fit with shift schedules.

To embed training and identify information gaps, a short quiz is available at the end of the module.

The Online Training tracks staff training participation and provides management notifications and an audit trail for compliance purposes.

Our Online Training can be used in conjunction with face-to-face training from CleanSpace or your safety specialist and CleanSpace training material available on the website.

BENEFITS OF ONLINE TRAINING

Online training tools and self-initiated training are proven to aid scalability of training, improve engagement and measure understanding and compliance across a disseminated corporate workplace.

Our corporate accounts have unique training challenges. Staff may be in remote sites, high risk environments or committed to long shifts without the ability of stepping out of the job for training.

Business expect their teams and their safety specialists to be knowledgeable over a range of personal safety equipment. In today’s workplace, the requirements for safety are as high as their need for quick and accurate information. Easy and accessible training on site supports fast and effective deployment.

TO REGISTER FOR ONLINE TRAINING CONTACT US ON THE DETAILS BELOW